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“Coming to the Table”      Text – 1 Cor 11:27-29       


It is my intention to spend the bulk of our time together this evening on the material contained in Q/A’s 81-82.  And this is because we spent some time discussing the biblical problems surrounding the physical presence of Christ in the sacrament last Sunday.  So, I want to say a few words about Q/A 80 before we open the Bible together in terms of Q/A 81-82 and begin the sermon proper.

Well, seemingly in stark contrast to the rest of the Heidelberg Catechism, Q/A80 is a strident and forceful condemnation of the Roman Catholic Mass.  
In calling the Mass “a denial of the one sacrifice and suffering of Jesus Christ and a condemnable idolatry,” this question has come in for a lot of criticism down through the ages, and not always just from outside our churches.  

And so, to understand why it is here and why it is written as it is, we need to begin with a little bit of a history lesson. 

The third and final edition of the Heidelberg Catechism was published in 1563.  
And as the note down the bottom of p.40 indicates, Q/A 80 was only included, in the form that we have it today, in the third edition of the Catechism.  
And it was included, in part, because of something else that happened in the year 1563; the conclusion of the Council of Trent.  
The Council of Trent was a series of three meetings held in Northern Italy that had begun 18 years before, in 1545.  
And at Trent the Roman Catholic Church had gathered to oppose what they believed to be the heretical teachings of the Reformation. 
The Council of Trent had concluded by saying that anyone who denied the physical presence of Christ in the sacrament, or who held that the bread remained bread, or who taught that Christ ought not to be adored by external worship in the sacrament, or who believed that Christ is tasted only spiritually, and not really, is to be considered anathema; which means excommunicated, or excluded from the faithful.  

And so, because the debate surrounding the nature of the sacrament was the largest debate in the wider church at the time, and because of the nature of Rome’s anathemas, it was felt that a clear and definitive explanation of the errors of the Mass was needed.  

Well, before we briefly consider the teaching of Q/A 80, please note one thing about the catechism’s conclusion.  
In contrast to the official teaching of Rome, still in force today, which says that every individual who believes such things is to be considered anathema; excluded from the faithful, the catechism takes care only to make conclusions about the Mass itself, and not its participants.  

Let’s consider the Mass then in the light of the Bible.
	Hebrews 10:14 says this of Jesus, “By one sacrifice He has made perfect for ever those who are being made holy.”  
	And yet, despite this, the Mass teaches that every time the bread is consecrated and broken, the physical body of Jesus is broken again as a sacrifice for sins.  
	Hebrews 10:12 says of Jesus, “When this priest had offered for all time one sacrifice for sins, He sat down at the right hand of God.”  
	And yet, despite this, the Mass teaches that the body of Jesus is to be found in thousands of Roman Catholic cathedrals at any moment of any give day.  
	In Colossians 3:1 it says, “Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts on things above, where Christ is seated at the right hand of God.”  And it is there, in heaven, as the Son of God, that Revelation 5 reveals Him to be receiving the worship of the angels, the living creatures, the elders, and His church.  
	And yet, despite this, the Mass says that Christ is to be worshipped in the sacrament and that the host is to be carried about in procession and praised and adored by the people.


And these serious biblical problems with the Mass were perhaps best illustrated by Bertrand le Blas. 

Now, Bertrand lived a few hundred years ago, and was a velvet manufacturer in the town of Tournay, in France.  
After praying with his wife and children about what he was going to do, he hurried to the Cathedral in the centre of town and found a place near the altar.  
At the moment when the priest held high the consecrated host – the bread, le Blas snatched it from his hand, broke it into bits, and exclaimed in the hearing of all, “Misguided men, do ye take this thing to be Jesus Christ, your Lord and Master?”  
With these words, he threw the fragments on the ground and trampled them underfoot.  
Although escape was possible because of the confusion that overwhelmed everyone, le Blas chose to stay and face the consequences.  
And that very day, le Blas died a most horrific and slow death at the hands of his executioners.  

Brothers and Sisters, despite the wrong form of his protest, Bertrand le Blas was right.  The Mass is “a denial of the one sacrifice and suffering of Jesus Christ and a condemnable idolatry.”  

Well, let’s turn our attention now to Q/A 81-82.  
You might recall, in terms of the Catechism, that after the discussion on the meaning of baptism in LD 26-27, the last question considered was who should be baptized.  
And so the symmetry continues here in terms of the Lord’s Supper.  
Having discussed the meaning of the Lord’s Supper, the catechism end’s its consideration of the Supper by asking who should come to the table.

And so, let’s turn in our Bibles then to 1 Cor 11:17-32.  And our focus, tonight, will be on vv27-29.  

Congregation of the Lord Jesus Christ.
We have been looking at 1 Cor 10 and 11 over the last couple of Lord’s Days in terms of the meaning of the Lord’s Supper.  And those of you who were here will remember that there were some serious abuses of the whole sacrament going on in the church of Corinth.  
Some were partaking of the Supper as well as partaking of idol feasts.  
And as our reading reveals, these Christians were also partaking of the sacrament despite there being some terrible divisions amongst them.  
And on top of this, some were eating and drinking to the point of drunkenness, while others were missing out on the bread and wine completely.  
And you can sense the apostle’s righteous disgust and anger about all this in the words of verse 22.  

And so, he then proceeds to re-establish the meaning of the Lord’s Supper, and the proper way that it ought to be observed.  
In vv23-25, he discusses the words of institution that Jesus spoke at the Last Supper.  
In v26 he reveals that the Supper is a memorial of Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross and a proclamation of the certain hope that He will come again.  

And then, in vv27-29, The Apostle reveals the seriousness of Lord’s Supper preparations by demanding self-examination.  (repeat)  
And in so doing, four groups of people are revealed by this demand.  And it is these four groups of people that we are going to consider today by considering this demand for self-examination.  

To begin with, then, the very fact that self-examination is demanded reveals that there are those that cannot examine themselves (the first group), and those that can examine themselves (the second group).

Let’s look firstly then at those that cannot examine themselves.  

Now, Brothers and Sisters, in this area we arrive at the whole question of whether or not children ought to participate in the sacrament.  And countless numbers of books have been written on this subject.   We will have to suffice today with a short consideration of this question.  

	The Apostle says, “A man ought to examine himself before he eats of the bread and drinks the cup.”  
	Now, in the first place, he addresses these words to “a man,” and not to “everyone,” as he could well have done if he had more in view than just adults.  
	But we also know that when he uses the word “man” here, he is not excluding women.  So, we cannot prove the case just by the reference to “a man.”


	But what this “man” is to do is to “examine himself.”  
	The Greek word for “examine” contains within itself the idea of discernment, reckoning, testing, and discovering.  
	It is used also in 2 Cor 13:5: “Examine yourselves to see whether you are in the faith; test yourselves.  Do you not realize that Christ Jesus is in you-- unless, of course, you fail the test?”  

And with a different focus in 1 John 4:1: “Dear friends, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are from God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world.”  

	And so, built into this process of self-examination is a certain body of knowledge and understanding.  To be able to examine yourself, you need to understand what it is you are looking for.  
	For example, there would be little point in Mr Buter or Mr Lopez asking one of us to examine the health of a lily bulb.  

We don’t know the first thing about lily bulbs.  
We are not capable of examining lily bulbs because we lack that knowledge.  

	Now, what it is we have to examine about ourselves we will look at shortly in more detail.  
	But this includes an awareness of and a hatred of your own sin, a trusting acceptance of the forgiveness of your sins and of Christ’s ongoing intercession, a desire to have your faith strengthened, and a yearning to live a better life.  

But in addition to these things, it is not only ourselves that we need to examine.  
	We also need, as v29 makes clear, to properly recognize the body of the Lord in order to avoid eating and drinking judgment on ourselves.  
	Last week, we discussed in some detail the spiritual presence of Christ in the Supper.  
	Now, as was made clear, this is a doctrine that cannot be completely understood and grasped by any of us.  It is part of the hidden work that the Holy Spirit accomplishes within us.  

But we do need to be able to know the doctrine itself, the significance of the doctrine, and the unbiblical alternatives.  
	We need to understand the meaning and the significance of the Lord’s Supper


	And Brothers and Sisters, despite the joy that our children’s sincere love for the Lord brings to us as parents, whether they be 2 or 12, a more adult maturity is required for this sort of examination to take place.  
	Because of the seriousness of partaking in an unworthy manner, we must restrict participation in the sacrament to those that can examine themselves in these things.  


	Lest it be thought, however, that by preventing our children from participating in the sacrament we deny them the grace of God, remember that the grace of God that comes to believers in the sacrament is the same grace of God that comes to them in baptism, in preaching, in prayer, and in fellowship with believers.  
	So let’s continue to teach them, to encourage them, to love them, to pray for them, and to assure them of the grace of God in Jesus Christ, so that they too, one day, may rightly examine themselves and join us at the table of the Lord.


The demand for self-examination reveals that there are those that cannot examine themselves, but also those that can examine themselves.  
And amongst this group of adults, our text reveals that there is a further division between those who partake in an unworthy manner and those who partake in a worthy manner.

How then, do we partake in an unworthy manner?  

	Well, before we look at how we may partake in an unworthy manner, we need to spend a moment speaking about those who fail to partake at all.  
	Self-examination, Brothers and Sisters, is not about do I go to the Supper or not.  The command of Jesus is “Do this in remembrance of Me.”  As a believer, you are commanded to come to the table.  
	And if you refuse this command, without weighty and important reasons, you disobey the Lord.  And that is serious sin.  


	But you might very well say, as many Christians do, “but my faith is weak!  I am not sure and certain about all these things, and so I ought not to come.”  But note, beloved, that the Lord’s Supper is not just for those who are certain about their faith, but also for those whose faith is weak.  
	Literally, the command of God, in v28, is for “a man to examine himself and then to eat of the bread and drink of the cup.”  It is not a command to examine yourself to see whether or not you will eat and drink, but to examine yourself before you eat and drink the cup.  

The Supper, as the catechism helpfully explains, is for those who seek to have their faith strengthened.  
	For, it is not the case that in examining yourself you become worthy of partaking.  

You are always unworthy of the Lord’s grace.  You are always undeserving of the Lord’s grace.  
It is God who makes you worthy to partake, not by virtue of anything you do or have done, but by virtue of what Jesus Christ has done for you.  
Self-examination is not designed to keep you from the table, but to enable you to enjoy the Supper without fear of judgment, because you are reminded that your only hope is in the Lord Jesus Christ.  

	Well, we partake in an unworthy manner, then, when we fail to examine ourselves at all.  
	If you waltz up to the table without having spent any serious time examining yourself, you partake in an unworthy manner.  You make yourself “guilty of sinning against the body and blood of the Lord.”  
	Now, in the Roman Catholic tradition, to examine yourself means to make use of the confessional.  Unless you have been in the booth, listed your sins, and been given absolution by the priest, stay away from the table.  

Well, as those who believe that the absolution of sin comes only from the Lord, we hold examination to be a private matter between the believer and the Lord.  
	“A man ought to examine himself,” it says in v28.  That is the Lord’s command.


	But we also partake in an unworthy manner when we fail to examine ourselves properly.  
	And in order to aid us in this proper self-examination, we make use of what we call preparatory Sunday.  On the Sunday before the Lord’s Supper celebration, we read the preparatory form.  
	Now, I know that forms that we read often like the preparatory form can soon become very familiar to us to the point that we almost tune out and think about sports, cars, shopping, school work, or just about anything else but what we are hearing.  
	I know that we often wish that these forms could be dispensed with or cut down to a three line ditty.  


	But God’s Word says “whoever eats the bread and drinks the cup in an unworthy manner will be guilty of sinning against the body and blood of the Lord … Anyone who eats and drinks without recognizing the body and blood of the Lord eats and drinks judgment on himself.”  
	Preparing to celebrate the Lord’s Supper is a spiritually deadly business.  

Failure to do so with sincerity brings with it judgment.  

	Now, in the grace of God, this is not THE judgment; the final judgment.  
	There is yet forgiveness even for those who have failed to examine themselves properly.  Praise the Lord!  
	But if you continually celebrate the Supper in an unworthy manner, you need to know that your conscience will be more and more hardened, and you will be more and more guilty of sin.  


	In terms of how we do this practically then, when the preparatory form is read, read along.  In fact, whenever something is read in church, read along.  
	Congregation, and particularly you young people, it beggars belief that when I call upon you to turn to this part of the Bible, or to this song, or to this form, that some of you do not and just close your eyes or stare into space.  
	Apart from the lack of respect you show to God and His Word, you do not help yourself when you only rely on your ears.  

And so, always, but even more so when it is a familiar Bible passage like the 10 commandments or one of our forms, use your hands to open up the Bible or the book.  Use your eyes to follow the reading.  Use your mind to silently read along.  Use your voice to audibly say “amen.” 
	Quadruple what you absorb just through hearing.  


	And then, use the form.  During the week of preparation, do what the form, which draws from God’s Word, instructs you to do:  Consider your own sin.  Be honest with yourself and before the Lord.  Do I hate sin?  Do I hate my sin?  Do I sincerely repent of it before the Lord?  Do I trust in Jesus, alone?  Do I believe that my sins are forgiven, not because of what I do, but because of His grace? Am I living in faith and obedience to the Lord?  Am I living at peace with others?  
	And Fathers, you must lead your family in these things also.  Even though your children may not be participating in the sacrament, you can still encourage them to ask these questions of themselves, in so far as they are able to understand them.


	And if the answer to any of these is “No,” don’t then use that as an excuse to avoid coming to the table.  
	Commit it to the Lord and repent.  
	Live in obedience to His commands.  

Go and see whomever it is you are not at peace with.  
	And do this urgently, because Jesus commands you to come to the table.  


	Finally though, we also partake in an unworthy manner, when we fail to recognize the body of the Lord.  
	Now, I have indicated before that this refers to our understanding of the meaning and significance of the Supper.  And it does.  


	But it also means that if we fail to come to the table, without good reason, and if we fail to examine ourselves, and if we fail to examine ourselves properly, we fail to recognize the body of the Lord.  
	For the body of the Lord was broken that we might come to the table.  
	And if we fail to come for any of these reasons, then we are failing to recognize the body of the Lord.


	As we conclude then, there is only one question left that briefly needs to be asked and answered.  And that question is is self-examination all that is needed?  So long as we call people to examine themselves, are we doing all that we can do to preserve the integrity of the sacrament?  
	Perhaps you are aware that there are three views about the Supper table in this regard:  
	The first is open communion; anyone may come for the responsibility is entirely on the head of the individual.  

The second is closed communion; only those may come who are members of this church or denomination.  
The third, and the practise we follow, is close communion or guarded communion or ‘fenced’ communion.  
	And this practise, as the name suggests, means that the table is neither open to all or closed to most.  

It does recognize, however, that the church has a responsibility to oversee the table and to exclude those who are, clearly, likely to eat in an unworthy manner and bring judgment on themselves.  
	A passage such as 1 Corinthians 5, where Paul urges the elders of the church to expel an immoral brother, make it clear that in addition to self-examination, the elders have the responsibility of overseeing participation of the sacrament.
	And this is accomplished in two ways.  
	It is accomplished firstly through official church discipline, a subject that we will look at in more detail next time we return to the catechism.  
	But it is also accomplished through the practise of interviewing those who are visitors to our church on Lord’s Supper Sunday.  
	Many of you will know that if guests are present on Lords’ Supper Sunday, we ask them to speak to an elder before coming to the table.  
	And the elder will ask them a few questions designed, as far as is humanly possible, to ensure that our guests rightly recognize the body of the Lord.  
	And generally, our guests are well known to us, or from a sister church, and this is soon and gladly established, and they are welcomed to join us at the table.  
	But, as you can imagine, with the huge variety that exists amongst the wider Christian world, this is not always so easily done.  
	And if it became apparent in an interview with someone from a church not so well known to us that they are not convinced that Jesus was the Son of God, or that they are worshipping with us because there are problems between themselves and others back at their own church, for example, we would have to urge them not to come to the table, and perhaps even not observe the sacrament if they refuse to hear us and came forward anyway.  

And this is because the Lord’s Table is also a sign of unity amongst the Lord’s people.

Brothers and Sisters, young people, and boys and girls, I hope you can see how important the Lord’s Supper is for the Lord’s people.  
Those who partake in a worthy manner then, are those who examine themselves, properly, and who then come.  And to you belongs the blessing of participation in the body and blood of Christ!  
  Are you looking forward to the next celebration of the sacrament?
May our Lord soon bring us to the table once again, be it here or in heaven with Him.  Amen.  

